Refrigerator Airing Device Service Kit
for Models DM26XX, DM28XX, RM37XX, RM39XX, & RM1350 with manual doors

Use the airing device to keep the door ajar if the refrigerator is put into storage or not used for an extended period of time.

Kit PN# 3851206023
Refrigerator Models: RM37XX, RM39XX (7-9 cu ft)

Read these instructions carefully. These instructions MUST stay with this product.
Kit PN# 3850781026
Refrigerator Models: DM26XX, DM28XX (6-8 cu ft)

STEP 1
Refrigerator Door Handle

STEP 2
Refrigerator Door Handle

STEP 3
Refrigerator Door Handle

STEP 4
Refrigerator Door Frame

Kit PN# 3851270029
Refrigerator Models: RM1350 with manual doors

STEP 1
Refrigerator Top Door
Refrigerator Bottom Doors

STEP 2
Refrigerator Door Frame

STEP 3
Airin Device

STEP 4
Airin Device